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Analyzing URLs
What’s the problem we’re trying to solve?

Users Click on Links, but what are they clicking on?

What are you systems calling out to?

How do you know what’s good or bad?

How do we do find out quickly?



Analyzing URLs
Lots of (expensive) options

Crawl URLs

Third Party APIs

Vendor Feeds

Endpoint Detection

Log Analysis

You can crawl URLs, but it takes time and resources
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Analyzing URLs
Lots of (expensive) options

Vendor Feeds

Endpoint Detection

Log AnalysisYou can use feeds from vendors, but it takes resources



Analyzing URLs
Lots of (expensive) options

Endpoint Detection

Log Analysis

EDR takes resources and maintenance 



Analyzing URLs
Lots of (expensive) options

Log Analysis

Log Analysis requires smart log processing and/or people



Collecting URLs
From your environment

• Logs 


• Checking if it was clicked (DNS responses)
Getting data to work with: 
From proxy or DNS logs



URLs: I will try to trust you…

The goal is try to trust URLs until you can’t



What is a bad URL?



URL in email doesn’t look right…



URL
Malicious

VendorsIt’s seen as ‘bad’ from VirusTotal



I can do this

Ok, I can do this. It’s easy to tell if a URL is bad!



http://lbbyqrluzu cracknight ru/dHJw183la23jm?q=9250194086. .

Human instinct based on experience suggest this URL is not good



http

lbbyqrluzu cracknight ru/dHJw183la23jm?q=9250194086

Not using SSL

Human instinct based on experience suggest this URL is not good



http lbbyqrluzu

cracknight ru/dHJw183la23jm?q=9250194086

Weird spelling…

Human instinct based on experience suggest this URL is not good



http lbbyqrluzu cracknight ru

/dHJw183la23jm?q=9250194086
Human instinct based on experience suggest this URL is not good



http lbbyqrluzu cracknight ru dHJw183la23jm?q=9250194086

Human instinct based on experience suggest this URL is not good



I can’t do this

I need help - one person or team can’t keep up when looking at millions of URLs



URL Analysis Techniques



Features

• Spelling


• Incorrect Infrastructure


• Brand Components in URLs


• Is unusually long


• Is just an IP address


• Popularity is low


• Is new


• Has a low TTL


• Low Pagerank (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank)

Identifying a malicious URL using Rules

Various rule-based detection methods (some of which are employed here)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank


URL Analysis Techniques

• Remove Popular Domains 

• Separate redirects, deobfuscate

• Remove Protocol, www, convert to lowercase

• Tokenize and Collect Words

Getting Everything Ready

Clean the URLs first



Remove Popular



Remove Popular
Removing URLs at Popular Domains

https://majestic.com/reports/majestic-million

https://tranco-list.eu/

http://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/umbrella-static/index.html

There are many options for finding popular domains



https://labs.ripe.net/author/samaneh_tajalizadehkhoob_1/the-tale-of-website-popularity-rankings-an-extensive-analysis/

The daily average intersection between the four lists from January 2018 to November 2019

They all seem to be about the same, so pick whatever suits you



Separate Redirects 
& 

Deobfuscate



Unquote & Separate Redirections

https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?
url=https%3a%2f%2fnam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com%2f%3furl%3dhttps%253A%252F%252F
drive.google.com%252Ffile

Security Products on top of Security Products

Some URLs redirect to other URLs. Security products do this to make the URL safe.



Unquote & Separate Redirections

1: https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/queryurl=

2: https%3a%2f%2fnam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com%2f%3furl%3d

3: https%253A%252F%252Fdrive.google.com%252Ffile

Security Products on top of Security Products

Separate the URLs and remove URL Encoding

https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query


Unquote & Separate Redirections

1: https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/queryurl=

2: https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=

3: https://drive.google.com/file

Security Products on top of Security Products

End up with the URL you want to analyze

https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query


Unquote & Separate Redirections

http://elinux-software-news-tutorialsts.adjust.com/izw3imq?
redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fdentalfunzoneelpaso.com

Actual redirections

Some URLs redirect as a feature, and some as a misconfiguration (openredirects) 
In this case, check the redirecting AND redirected URL. The redirecting URL might be 

compromised and the redirected might be malicious.



Unquote & Separate Redirections

http://elinux-software-news-tutorialsts.adjust.com/izw3imq?redirect=https://dentalfunzoneelpaso.com

Actual redirections

Some URLs redirect as a feature, and some as a misconfiguration (openredirects) 
In this case, check the redirecting AND redirected URL. The redirecting URL might be 

compromised and the redirected might be malicious.



Collect Words



Tokenize & Collect Words
Split URLs, create dictionaries, set score

{

‘url': ‘benkofmaerical.com/benking', 

‘tokens': [‘benkofmaerical', ‘com', ‘benking’],

‘score’: 0,


}

Take all the words out of the URL and add to a list for analysis

Here, we’re also creating a dictionary to start saving data. We’re also setting a score at 0, 
which might change if the URL is bad

http://benkofmaerical.com/benking'


Exact Searches



Exact Searches

sikayetvar.com/finans/bankacilik/hsbc-bank/internet-bankaciligi


Build a wordlist from known-bad URLs

['sikayetvar', 'finans', 'bankacilik', 'hsbc-bank', 'internet-bankaciligi'] 



Finding Exact Matches

['sikayetvar', 'finans', 'bankacilik', 'hsbc-bank', 'internet-bankaciligi'] 

Using those words

superbadsite.com/financez/banking.exe


•



Find Commonly Spoofed Brands



Brand Components in URLs

https://www.statista.com/statistics/420442/organizations-most-affected-by-phishing-by-industry/

2021

Worldwide organizations most targeted by phishing attacks in 2022, by industry 

Maintain a list of brands used in phishing to search in your URLs



Brand Components in URLs

https://www.checkpoint.com/press-releases/retail-giant-walmart-ranks-first-in-list-of-brands-most-likely-to-be-imitated-in-phishing-attempts-in-q1-2023/

Maintain a list of brands used in phishing to search in your URLs



Maintain a list of brands used in phishing to search in your URLs

[‘walmart','citibank','hsbc','chase','wellsfargo','citi'
,'bankofamer']


Brand Components in URLs
Find matches based on brand

Search for those words in the tokenized words

[‘walmart','citibank','hsbc','chase','wellsfargo','citi'
,'bankofamer']




Building a list of ‘bad’ words
Using NLTK



Get the English Words Corpus
You only have to do this once



Using the English Words Corpus

• We can find actual words


• But what about misspellings and words that sound similar?

Take words from known bad URLs (phishtank in this example) and use that as a ‘bad’ 
wordlist



Increase the list using known bad URLs

https://www.nltk.org/howto/corpus.html#word-lists-and-lexicons



Also keep misspelled words

https://www.nltk.org/howto/corpus.html#word-lists-and-lexicons



Check Spelling
pip3 install pyspellchecker



Increase the list using known bad URLs



Increase the list using known bad URLs



I’ve (partially) done this
GitHub link at the end



Fuzzy Searches



Find misspelled words

{

‘url': ‘benkofmaerical.com/benking', 

‘tokens': [‘benkofmaerical', ‘com', ‘benking’],

‘possible_actual_words’: [‘benkofmaerical’, ‘benking’],

‘score’: 0,


}

Spellchecker python module

http://benkofmaerical.com/benking'


Levenshtein Distance

wordlist = 


['banking', 'pharma', ‘buy', 
'walmart','citibank','hsbc','chase','wellsfargo','citi','bank
ofamer']

Use Levenshtein distance to get fuzzy with the search

Use the list of ‘good’ words



Levenshtein Distance
Find potential matches

Use Levenshtein distance to get fuzzy with the search



https://01.walmart-shop.store/

https://account-update.tn2buy.cn

https://httpglobalbank-servecomve.cliente88282.repl.co

Levenshtein Distance
Increase with commonly used and misspelled words



Levenshtein Distance
Add to dictionary blob

{

‘url': ‘benkofmaerical.com/benking', 

‘tokens': [‘benkofmaerical', ‘com', ‘benking’],

‘possible_actual_words’: [‘benkofmaerical’, ‘benking’],

‘levenshtein_distance’: 


{

‘distance': 1, 

‘match': ‘banking', 

‘word': ‘benking’


},

‘score’: 0,


}

Add more info to the dictionary blob that is being used to save info

http://benkofmaerical.com/benking'


Levenshtein Distance
Lower URL Score

{

‘url': ‘benkofmaerical.com/benking', 

‘tokens': [‘benkofmaerical', ‘com', ‘benking’],

‘possible_actual_words’: [‘benkofmaerical’, ‘benking’],

‘levenshtein_distance’: 


{

‘distance': 1, 

‘match': ‘banking', 

‘word': ‘benking’


},

‘score’: -1,


}

Levenshtein hit, suggesting it’s bad. Set the score down by 1

http://benkofmaerical.com/benking'


Machine Learning



Machine LearningWheel Reinvention



https://medium.com/sfu-cspmp/detecting-malicious-urls-2412091872d6

Thank you, other people!



https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/antonyj453/urldataset

Using Existing DatasetsCollect Data



https://phishtank.org/

Using Existing DatasetsCollect Data



https://urlhaus.abuse.ch

Using Existing DatasetsCollect Data



Getting the data readyPre-process

url = re.sub(r'\.[A-Za-z0-9]+/*','',url)

Remove http:// and https://
url.replace(“https://“,””)

Remove empty lines and newlines
url.strip()

url.replace(“http://“,"")

Remove file extensions



Split Data
Training
Testing/Validation

20%
80%

sunlux.net/company/about.html

svision-online.de/mgfi/administrator/components/com_babackup/classes/fx29id1.txt

deletespyware-adware.com
xindalawyer.com
nerez-schodiste-zabradli.com

officeon.ch.ma/office.js?google_ad_format=728x90_as

pos-kupang.com/

crackspider.us/toolbar/install.php?pack=exe
freeserials.spb.ru/key/68703.htm

img001.com/business/qiji.exe
webcom-software.ws/links/?153646e8b0a88



Collect Data Pre-Process Split Data

Model Selection Model Training

Evaluation Deployment



Saving the classifier

We’ll load the pre-trained joblib file so classification can be done quickly



DGA’s



https://github.com/philarkwright/DGA-Detection

https://github.com/exp0se/dga_detector



Punycode





Starting to Set a Score







1000 ‘maybe Good’ URLs

920 Unique URLs


629 Benign


291 Malicious (potential FP)



1000 ‘probably bad’ URLs

990 Unique URLs


835 Malicious


155 Benign (potential FN)



Optimization



My Laptop



Plz don’t steal



Things are still a little slow



Things are slow
Sending one URL at a time takes time



Multi-threading



Multi-threading
Sending one URL at a time, but via multithreading is a little faster



Multi-threading

Saved 5 seconds!

Sending one URL at a time, but via multithreading is a little faster



Multi-threading
Sending 1000 URLs at a time, but via multithreading is a little faster.



Multi-Processing



12 of my laptops!



Multi-Processing
Sending number of URLs/processor cores at a time, but via multiprocessing is  

super fast! 
…my fan also turns on
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Multi-Processing

25 seconds faster!

Sending number of URLs/processor cores at a time, but via multiprocessing is  
super fast! 

…my fan also turns on



The architecture using one machine and multiprocessing



How about ‘no machines’?



Lambdas



On One Computer, and using AWS Lambda

Remove 
Popular

Clean URLs

Tokenize 
URLs

Find Words

Find Similar 
Words

NLP: Using the spaCy English Language Model

Using Levehshtein Distance and a list of words

Get Words from URLs, remove common words

Remove protocol, convert to lowercase

Discard URLs on popular domains

# URLs / processing capability

['url1','url2','url3'] 
['url4','url5','url6'] 
['url7','url8','url9'] 
[...]

On AWS Lambda

Central 
Function

1: Users upload URLs

FastAPI and Web app

2: URLs cleaned and 
sent to Lambda

3: Response is returned, 
added to mongodb

AWS Lambdas (unless already in mongodb)

The architecture using one machine for the web app and AWS Lambda for the functions



AWS Lambda: Testing one function



22 Bad URLs 
22 Suspicious URLs via Levenshtein match

4,575 Total Domains 
0 Popular URLs 
4,575 Unpopular URLs 
4,553 Benign URLs (so far)

Lambda vs Local: 5000 domains, reduced to 4,575

Local:Lambda:
Script execution time: 10.58 Script execution time: 10.47



Lambda Cost: 5000 domains, reduced to 4,575

4,575 Domains:


9 Function Calls 


(508 domains each)

How much is it? Nobody knows….



Lambda Cost: 5000 domains, reduced to 4,575

163 MS Average Duration

How much is it? Nobody knows….



Lambda Cost:

1 million URLs a day: 2000 Requests


2000 Requests: 60,000 a month
https://dashbird.io/lambda-cost-calculator/

How much is it? Nobody knows….



Distributed Computing

Expensive, then cheap (for a little while)



Lots of Machines!



The architecture using one machine for the web app and other machines with 
multiprocessing for the functions



How RabbitMQ Works



Fast API Web Server > Sends to RabbitMQ Queue

My computer,  
Running a python script that sends data to FastAPI



RabbitMQ Node 1 (in a VM)

RabbitMQ Node 1 (in another VM)

RabbitMQ Node 1  
(on a MacBook Pro running Debian)

3 Nodes

RabbitMQ Stats/Info



How it looks for this Process



Distributed Computing: 3 nodes, 5000 URLs

This was a video. It shows three nodes processing the data uploaded to the web app 
Left Terminal: 3 ssh connections to the 3 nodes (2 VMs, 1 physical machine) 
Middle Terminal: The web server (displaying data as it gets it from the nodes) 
Right: The web app



Distributed Service Concerns



How many machines can you afford?

It turns out that my many machines model is only as fast as the machines you are running



Distributed Computing: 3 nodes, 5000 URLs
Node 1 and 2: CPU Usage of the two VMs on my ESXI Server:

The VM’s are not fast



Distributed Computing: 3 nodes, 5000 URLs
Node 3: CPU Usage of the MacBook Pro running Debian:

And the physical machine is also not fast

All combined, they are way slower than my laptop, but if you can afford faster machines, it 
can be worth it.



The Interface







Actions on Streaming URLs



Code demonstrating API use: Sending data from logs to the API and getting back a 
response that can be used to make a machine determination (block or not block)



Stream Response from the API that can be used to make a machine determination (block or 
not block)



Bad URLs

Bad Domains
You can then decide to block URLs in a proxy or domains in DNS, or whatever seems 

appropriate to you



The Code

https://github.com/jpyorre/URLAnalysis_at_Scale



Thank you!

https://pyosec.com
https://github.com/jpyorre/URLAnalysis_at_Scale


